
GETTING STARTED WITH

We Make Product Discovery Easy

Immerxon is a web based tool to help Publishers utilize video to drive direct sales. Our 
simple to use software helps video viewers to discover, and purchase products used within.



Each day there is lots of great video content posted online by publishers 
around the world. Yet still to this day, it’s difficult for those video viewers to 
discover the products they like the look of. That’s where Immerxon comes in.

Immerxon is a new video platform that specializes in helping publishers tag the products used in shot, and once 
posted makes it easy for viewers to identify what the product is and if interested, purchase using the publishers 
affiliate links. While we’re in Beta and focused on testing, you get 100% of your sale commission, we take  
no commission.

Adam Hutchinson
Founder
adam@immerxon.com

Who are we? 

We’re a start-up based in the seaside suburb of Sumner, Christchurch 
(New Zealand). We live in a place where huge value is placed on being 
able to be active outside, whether surfing, skiing, diving, mountain biking, 
fishing or rock climbing. We’re lucky enough to have this all right on  
our doorstep. 

After filming hundreds of hours of video content, and fielding queries 
from viewers about what products we used during a specific time code, 
we decided to set out and build a new platform to help with that.

WE MAKE 
PRODUCT 
DISCOVERY 
EASY

13%

of viewers will click on 
at least one product



Step Two

Tag the products you’ve used in the video. All products 
of the merchants your affiliate account is connected to 
will be searchable.

Step One

Film a video using products that are available for sale online 
through your merchants. Once you’ve edited the video, upload it 
using the Immerxon app, then start tagging your uploaded video 
content.

HOW DOES IT WORK?



Step Three

Once all the products have been tagged, you can 
embed the code we provide into your blog post.

Step Four

Your video content will display using our specially 
designed interface to help your video viewers to click 
on your affiliate links and drive sales. Sales are tracked 
and available on your AvantLink dashboard.

for more information visit www.immerxon.com 


